Chevy th350 transmission specs
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The Turbo transmission was introduced beginning in This transmission was a 3 speed
automatic transmission developed jointly by Chevrolet and Buick. Although they were both
under the General Motors umbrella, at the time they acted as completely separate entities,
whereas now the developers at General Motors powertrain work only for GM, not Chevrolet or
Buick. This transmission replaced the GM Powerglide automatic transmission , which was a 2
speed automatic transmission that was in production for 23 years. The Turbo , known by the
name TH , was used in nearly all GM rear wheel drive car and truck applications during its
tenure. The TH was introduced in as a replacement to the Powerglide 2 speed automatic
transmission. While the phase-in began in , it was not complete until the when the Powerglide
fully phased out. This transmission was in production for about 15 years, being fully replaced
by the R4 in In addition, a THC added the lockup torque converter capability and was introduced
in While the TH is no longer in production, the transmission is still used for many classic car
builds. The TH was popular for a variety of reasons. The simple fact that this transmission had
an extra gear compared to its predecessor is an advantage from the start. This transmission is
also known for being strong and versatile, in addition to being quite compact. The maximum
torque that this transmission could handle varied depending on the application to which it was
being applied. The transmission would be modified so that the transmissions behind the
stronger engines were able to handle the additional torque. The most torque from an engine that
this transmission was applied to was lb-ft. This is an automatic transmission that is
longitudinally mounted, making it applicable for rear-wheel drive cars. This transmission is a 3
speed, and no overdrive gear was available. The gear ratios used for this transmission were 2.
The Turbo transmission was a single piece transmission with the bell housing integrated into
the transmission body. The transmission casing is made of cast aluminum. The TH was also
known for its quite short length, with an overall length of That also converts into a lighter
transmission that carries a weight of pounds. The TH takes about 4 quarts in the pan, and then
requires additional based on the torque converter being used. When combined with a 9. The
Turbo transmission, commonly known as the TH, was a 3 speed automatic transmission that
began phasing out the GM Powerglide in The TH then lasted 15 years before eventually being
replaced by the R4. The TH offered a substantial improvement to its predecessor, with the
additional gear being an obvious improvement from the beginning. During its time of usage, the
TH was used in virtually all rear wheel drive vehicles from General Motors, including the
Corvette, Chevelle, and Nova. This transmission was very popular due to its strength and
versatility, as is still used in many vintage cars to this day. Turbo Transmission Specs Article
may contain affiliate links. The TH is an automatic shift, three-speed transmission. It is widely
considered to be one of the greatest of automatic transmissions ever built. The TH transmission
was introduced in the model year as the successor to the GM Powerglide automatic
transmission. The Turbo quickly become known for its strength, versatility and compactness.
The HydraMatic transmission was prevalent in nearly all GM, rear-wheel-drive cars and trucks
through The Turbo is the shortest and one of the strongest automatics that can be put into a
Jeep. It features an integral bellhousing. The TH weighs lbs. It has a distinctive oil pan that is
chamfered at the passenger side, rear corner. At the right rear of the case is the modulator. The
THC was the lockup torque converter version introduced in the late model year, and was
produced through This later version had an electronic lock-up converter to increase
fuel-efficiency at cruising speeds. The THC lockup version can be identified by an electrical
plug on the left side of the transmission. The two-wheel-drive TH works very well when
converted for use with a Jeep transfer case. Image courtesy of Raptor. The HydraMatic may vary
in clutch pack and band specifications. As a general rule, transmissions found behind larger
engines will have stronger specs. These transmission can be affordably rebuilt with stronger
components in nearly every area. Additionally, shift improver kits are available to provide
firmer, quicker shifts, reducing slippage, heat and clutch wear. There are also many styles of
torque converter to better configure the transmission for optimal use in the particular vehicle's
circumstances. A turn-key TH, professionally built, OEM style or adapted and delivered to your
door - ready for a variety of engines and Jeep transfer cases. Read more This transmission
makes an excellent conversion transmission due to its adaptability into most Jeeps. Both 2wd
and 4wd versions of the can be used equally well, and there are no inherent advantages to
either one once you have installed our adapter assembly. Dana 18 , Dana 20 , Dana , Essentially
all factory GM 4wd applications available with an OEM configured TH have adapters and
transfer cases that are prohibitively long for a Jeep, and transfer cases whose sizes, strength
and gearing fall short of desirable for most Jeep applications. Note the letter "C" cast into its
front face adjacent to the pump bore. These differences only affect the front bell of the case,
and all TH cases are similar from that point back. This kit can help make for a good Jeep

powertrain. Jeep Dana Model T90 to the Emissions Fuel Economy Conversions, Rules vs.
Welcome Guest: Login or Register. Here are some drive train specs for - Chevy trucks. This info
was gathered from many sources. I know of no other source on the web with this info displayed
as clearly, all in one place. Hope it helps! From - Chevy trucks had a 13 digit VIN. If your - body
style has a VIN located on the dashboard, with 17 digits, then it is between and model. If your
truck has the VIN on the dash, but it is not 17 digits, then it is a or model. Your VIN can also be
found on the factory options decal , located in the glove box. Here's a list of engine specs.
Meant to show what was available When, and in what models. Here's a list of transmissions
offered, with available engines. Gear ratios are listed too Finally, what rear ends came in what
models, and what ratios were available. A well kept secret For Automotive Literature it is hard to
beat E Bay! GM Factory Service Manuals include full detailed instructions for replacing body
panels. Every nut bolt and screw location, torque specs, and a ton more. These books are 2"
thick, and often include full wiring diagrams too! Get over to E Bay! E Bay Motors - I have gotten
many manuals there. The older manuals didn't include wiring. I just also won a bid on a GM
Dealer Album. It includes all pricing for all Chevrolet vehicles, the cost of all options, all the
separate optional equipment catalogs and believe me there are lots even a brochure for the
Blazer Chalet. There are paint chips, and fabric samples. It is jam packed with info. You can also
find truck parts as well. Factory Service Manuals! GM considers anything 1 ton or under to be a
"Light Duty" vehicle. So if you plan on restoring a car or truck, get your hands on a factory
service manual, you will not be disappointed! Our Other Sites: Snowplowing-Contractors.
Author: Chuck Smith. Click On A Book. Our Quick Ship Series Transmissions include a
matching quality built torque converter. Quality Inspected for your peace of mind and ready to
ship! The cookie settings on this website are set to 'allow all cookies' to give you the very best
experience. Please click Accept Cookies to continue to use the site. Availability: Product
Available. Review this item. Add to Wish List. Follow Us. Most orders can be delivered in a
matter of days, if you need a transmission by a specific date please call A friendly,
knowledgeable team member will gladly assist you. The Quick Ship is great for anyone looking
to upgrade to a transmission that will shift better and last longer than the factory model. These
transmissions retain the stock shift pattern for the ease of driving you look for in an automatic
transmission. All Monster transmissions are custom made in the USA and quality checked to
ensure your peace of mind. We have longstanding relationships with transmission vendors
across the country to get you the transmission you need, when you need it.. More than just a
Warranty.. Our Client Care Department is dedicated to providing service that's a cut above the
rest. Drive with peace of mind knowing that wherever life takes you, we've got you covered!
Being the largest custom transmission builder in the country means we know what it takes to
get you on the road and keep you on the road. Since Monster Transmission has proudly served
over , clients world-wide. Over the years we've constantly stayed on the cutting edge, always
looking for better ways to serve you, our loyal clients. We didn't just pioneer the online
transmission business, we've fine tuned it. Don't settle for less, let us show you why Monster
Transmission is the preferred supplier of experts and enthusiasts around the globe. Want a
Custom Built Performance Transmission? Just give us a call and a Transmission Specialist will
help you choose the best option for your vehicle, This transmission may not come equipped
with a new Speedometer Gear or Tail-housing. For the system to operate properly, all throttle
linkage, vacuum lines and kick-down components must be connected and adjusted properly. If
this is a computer operated transmission, you must ensure the system has been cleared and
ready to accept the new transmission, your local auto parts store, auto repair or dealership can
assist with this. There are no reviews for this product! Write a Review. Related Items Quick
View. Add To Cart. Quick View. Recently Viewed Items. Stay Connected. Accept Cookies. Nearly
all of the GM automatic transmissions have a few things in common. They are all made of
aluminum. This is espescially true for the people who are still using the generation I and II
small-block Chevy. Although the TH has been phased out for more than 20 years, you can still
find one in the salvage yard. You certainly should not depend on the tech working at the yard
for confirmation of what you have. I am not saying that people are liars. Most of the time they
are not. There are a few things that all of the longitudinal gm automatic transmissions have in
common. They all have basically the same bolt pattern on the bellhousing. But, they do not all
bolt into the crossmember in the same space. They are also not the same length. Therefore,
they are not all naturally compatible with one another. Certainly the easiest way to identify a GM
automatic transmission is by the bolt pattern. The TH has a 13 bolt pan gasket. This is a fine
way to whittle what you have in front of you. If you counted 13, you are either looking at the
Turbo Transmission or the Turbo Most of the info on this site I just know. In this particular case
I found that right here:. Really it is a lot easier to ID a transmission visually compared to the
alternative of decoding it, but it is reasonable to try and understand exactly what you have.

Now, for the the purpose of this guide there are two different ways that GM printed the the serial
label. They changed the way that they labeled their transmissions for the model year. The TH
began production in the model year. That would put it squarely in the second era, and this is
how it went. This can be extremely difficult on the TH35o particularly because the ID tag can be
found on several different places on the transmission. It can be found on:. So, you if you are
trying to wiggle under a car to read this thing it can be very problematic. Most gm transmissions
use the M RPO code. Here is a pretty complete list of all of them from the folks over at NastyZ
The more common ones are:. Look at the TH pan gasket. It can be found on: Near where the
shift linkage attaches to the body Just above the housing on the right side of the pan On the
passenger side on a flange by the bellhousing So, you if you are trying to wiggle under a car to
read this thing it can be very problematic. This code was used for ten years from to This version
did not have a locking converter. This one was manufactured from Reverse- 2. Use this diagram
to help you. There is no difference other than the name. Note that unlike all the other GM
transmissions of the time there was no E at the end of the nomenclature. It was eventually
replaced by the 4L80E. There are were a few one of versions of the Turbo as well. These are the
TH, and the TH It was modified to fit the TH driveshaft yolk. If you are looking to purchase a TH
avoid it. It is just huge. There are 13 bolts on the pan underneath the transmission. If you count
13 you are almost home free, but the Th also has The TH uses an electronic kick-down
mechanism , which means that there will be an electric plug on it. The TH uses a mechanical
linkage that attaches to the carburetor. Th has the vacuum modulator in the back, and the TH
keeps it on the side. Using the pan bolt pattern is the easiest way to identify the TH Identifying
the Th is really as easy as knowing the differences between it and the TH The Th has a much
more complex pan then the Th The Th is basically a square with a corner taken out of it. See for
yourself. The TH on the other hand has 9 different angles on the the pan. The Turbo has a much
simpler look. It is machined into the transmission in most cases. Try using this guide to help
you lock down what model number you may be looking at. Maybe the best compliment comes
from your competition. And at least a dozen auto makers have paid GM to use the TH instead of
creating a competitor for it. This is a true testament to its bulletproof reliability and ease of
tuning. The Turbo has been used in Jeeps from the factory. Later, a specific TH was made just
for Jeep. This version tilted the transmission about 4 degrees in order to better accommodate
the transfer case. It has not been produced for quite a while and is considered pretty rare. The
Turbo is compatible with most Jeeps. However, the CJ5 has to narrow of a wheelbase to
accommodate it. Some of the AMC specific adapters on these transmissions have been prone to
failure. Th and Th There are were a few one of versions of the Turbo as well. While they came
from the factory with hard lines, many people will swap them out for soft lines when doing a
swap, since finding a hard line for the particular vehicle can be an issue. Article may contain
affiliate links. As an Amazon Associate I earn from qualifying purchases. The Turbo
transmission was a 3 speed automatic transmission developed by General Motors. This was
one of General Motors editions of the Hydramatic transmission series. This transmission is
known more commonly by the name TH , although it did receive another name change in the
late 80s , adopting the name 3L This is a durable and very well-known transmission, as it was in
production for many years and applied to a wide variety of vehicles, not only General Motors.
This transmission eventually made its way into many of the truck applications for General
Motors. The transmission was not exclusive to General Motors, as many luxury brands such as
Jaguar , Ferrari , Rolls-Royce and many others made use of this transmission. The TH was first
introduced beginning in , as it began to replace the Super Turbine transmission, which was a 2
speed automatic. The Turbo was placed in many cars across GM as well as other car
manufacturers during its long production life. Overall the transmission remained in production
an impressive 27 years before it was eventually replaced by a 4 speed electronically controlled
transmission, the 4L80E , in The TH was very popular, particularly known for its strength. One of
the attributes that is credited with providing this strength is the cast iron center support.
Although the overall sentiment is that this is a very strong and durable transmission, some of
the most common problems seen are clutch wear and hydraulic fluid leaks. The Turbo is rated
conservatively at peak torque of lb-ft. That being said, this transmission is commonly used in
hot rods and paired with engines making far more torque, although these transmission also
must commonly updated with some aftermarket parts. This 3 speed transmission has its gear
ratios defined as 2. The Turbo is primarily constructed of cast aluminum, with the bell housing
being integrated into the transmission and also made of cast aluminum. Some areas are cast
iron, such as the center support for the transmission. The TH is This transmission does vary in
the amount of fluid required, based on certain specifications such as which torque converter is
used. That being said, a common fill volume is between quarts for a stock transmission. The TH,
or Turbo , transmission was a 3 speed automatic that was first produced in This transmission

became well-known for its strength and was very popular, based on its life and the number of
applications in which it was installed. It was not only used in General Motors applications, but
was also used for many luxury cars. Overall this transmission was in production for 27 years,
and to this day is commonly used for many aftermarket applications. Select Transmission
Select Make This transmission was a 3 speed automatic transmission developed jointly by
Chevrolet and Buick. Although they were both under the General Motors umbrella, at the time
they acted as completely separate entities, whereas now the developers at General Motors
powertrain work only for GM, not Chevrolet or Buick. This transmission replaced the GM
Powerglide automatic transmission , which was a 2 speed automatic transmission that was in
production for 23 years. The Turbo , known by the name TH, was used in nearly all GM rear
wheel drive car and truck applications during its tenure. The TH was introduced in as a
replacement to the Powerglide 2 speed automatic transmission. While the phase-in began in , it
was not complete until the when the Powerglide fully phased out. This transmission was in
production for about 15 years, being fully replaced by the R4 in In addition, a THC added the
lockup torque converter capability and was introduced in While the TH is no longer in
production, the transmission is still used for many classic car builds. The TH was popular for a
variety of reasons. The simple fact that this transmission had an extra gear compared to its
predecessor is an advantage from the start. This transmission is also known for being strong
and versatile, in addition to being quite compact. The maximum torque that this transmission
could handle varied depending on the application to which it was being applied. The
transmission would be modified so that the transmissions behind the stronger engines were
able to handle the additional torque. The most torque from an engine that this transmission was
applied to was lb-ft. This is an automatic transmission that is longitudinally mounted, making it
applicable for rear-wheel drive cars. This transmission is a 3 speed, and no overdrive gear was
available. The gear ratios used for this transmission were 2. The Turbo transmission was a
single piece transmission with the bell housing integrated into the transmission body. The
transmission casing is made of cast aluminum. The TH was also known for its quite short
length, with an overall len
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gth of That also converts into a lighter transmission that carries a weight of pounds. The TH
takes about 4 quarts in the pan, and then requires additional based on the torque converter
being used. When combined with a 9. The Turbo transmission, commonly known as the TH, was
a 3 speed automatic transmission that began phasing out the GM Powerglide in The TH then
lasted 15 years before eventually being replaced by the R4. The TH offered a substantial
improvement to its predecessor, with the additional gear being an obvious improvement from
the beginning. During its time of usage, the TH was used in virtually all rear wheel drive vehicles
from General Motors, including the Corvette, Chevelle, and Nova. This transmission was very
popular due to its strength and versatility, as is still used in many vintage cars to this day. TH
Rebuild Kits. TH Filter Kits. TH Shift Kits. TH Cooler and Lines. TH Torque Converters. TH Parts.
Is your transmission leaking? Try Transmission Sealer or Stop Leak

